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Editorial

Welcome to Eureka 52, which follows hot on the heels (though less hot than originally

intended) of the last issue. The delay is due not, perhaps surprisingly, to inactivity on
the part of the Editor, but to the last-minute submission of one of the longer articles

and to the well-known Hofstadter’s Law:}

It always takes longer than you thinkit will take,

even if you take into account Hofstadter’s Law.

Editors in the past have almost invariably bemoaned the shortageof articles sub-

mitted to them, and have taken great pleasure in describing the desperate methods

to which they have had to resort to induce friends and acquaintances, who quickly be-

come mortal enemies, to write something suitable. I am happy to say that I have had

no such trouble. The widerangeofarticles in this issue have, almost without exception,

been offered to me, and are all the more welcomefor that. I wish my successors good

luck in every respect, but in this aboveall others.

Michael T. Greene

March, 1993

Mathematical Verse
Reluctant to put a stop to the splendid tradition of verse in Eureka,I include the follow-

ing from Dilip Sequeira, now stationed at a distant outpost of the Cambridge University

Mathematical Limerick Laboratory (see Eureka 50), Dilip Sequeira (no relation), and

Michael Fryers, respectively:

If M’s a complete metric space To prove that a space is connected,

And non-empty, it’s always the case Just show that it can’t be dissected

That if f’s a contraction Into some open pair

Then underits action Of non-empty sets where

Just one point remainsin its place. There’s no point in the two intersected.

Clerihew
Devised a new

Kind of poem.
What a lot we owe ’im.

 

t See Douglas R. Hofstadter’s Metamagical Themas, p. 48.

[3]

 



The Archimedeans
Vin de Silva (Chronicler 1991-92)

The year 1991-92 will go down in the records as a mixed year for the fortunes of the

society. In terms of social events and speaker meetings, there was a strong smell of

success in the air. In other regards, sad to say, the day of reckoning and accounts-book

cursing had come. After generations of secretive Junior Treasurers and overspending

committees, the price that had to be paid turned out to be too much. There was no

Eureka in 1991.

Once the smoke had cleared after the AGM in March 1991, and variousfrivolously

appointed membersof the new committee had donethe decent thing andresigned, there

was plenty left to enjoy. The traditional May Week entertainments flourished as never

before. The highlight was the garden party, held on the Clare Memorial Court lawns
on a bright and sunny summer’s day (we have friends in the Met Office ... ) and prodi-

giously well attended. Guest of Honour was the Archimedeans’ Lecturer of the Year,

Dr RaymondLickorish, and music was provided by the Barbershop Subgroup, incompa-
rably maestroed by Robert Hunt. Other events includeda satisfyingly nocturnal punt

trip to Grantchester, a ramble, and a croquet match against the Faculty.

There were many highly enjoyable speaker meetings. Right at the end of Lent 1991,

we had a talk by Dr Mond of Warwick; Michaelmas 1991 saw Dr Shiu (Loughborough),

Prof. Zeeman (Oxford), Prof. Hall (Manchester), Dr Roe (Oxford), and Prof. Lyne

(Jodrell Bank) speak on a variety of subjects, a pleasing blend of pure and applied

mathematics, not to mention astrophysics. The good work was kept up in Lent 1992

by Prof. Sciama (Oxford), Mr Paul Woodruff (Dulwich College), Dr Giblin (Liverpool),
and the Master of Trinity, Prof. Sir Michael Atiyah. There were also three lunchtime

speaker meetings: former presidents Messrs Stephen Turner and Alan Stacey talked on

What I Did in my Summer Holidays and How to Make Better Coffee (respectively),
and there was a talk on flexagons.

Several events were held jointly with oursister society, the Invariants of Oxford.

Easter term saw the Archimedeans win the Varsity Croquet match, aided and abetted

by the uniquelie of the land on the Trinity lawn; in Michaelmas the Invariants organised

an unusual and exciting Treasure Hunt on the streets of Oxford; in Lent, a large party

of Oxonians descended on the Lecture Room Theatre, Great Court, Trinity, to take

part in the annual Problems Drive. Appropriately, it was a half-Oxford half-Cambridge

team that carried off the bottle of port this year.

The Subgroupscarried on as usual, Othello and the PGR beingthe best attended.
Musical Appreciation appearedbriefly, the Barbershop sang, Landscape Gardening was

advertised, and Mathematical Models almost had a meeting. Most bizarrely, a Cake-

Cutting subgroup made several appearances, completely failing to get anywhere with

the mathematical problem it had been set up to try and solve, but effective in making

disappearlarge quantities of cake, Jaffa or otherwise.

The year ended with Eureka 51 in grave dangerof being published,several versions

of QARCH 12 (with different cover dates) very nearly being distributed, and, miracle

of miracles, our Junior Treasurer, Business Manager, and Secretary all standing for

re-election at the AGM.It is with confidence that I predict a successful year for the
Archimedeans during 1992-93.

[4]

 



Strictly Rectangular Representations
Colin Bell

My interest in this area was sparked by Adam Chalcraft, who, one hot sticky night

in August, showed me a Diplomacy{ map of an unusual form:all the regions (bar
Spain) had been redrawnas rectangles, and, furthermore, the entire map had become

a rectangle. He posed the following questions:

i) Given a map,is it possible to represent it with all the regions being rectangles?

(I call this a rectangular representation.)

11) If this is possible, is it further possible to represent the map such that the entire

map is a rectangle (a strictly rectangular representation, or SRR)?

A map hereis defined to be a finite connected planar graph all of whose regions are
triangles, except for possibly the outside piece. In layman’s terms, this says that the

map is in onepiece and has a finite numberof countries, and only three countries meet
at any point. Note that there is a potential notation clash between the regions of the
graph and theregions of.the map; we shall hence not use the term region at all, but

shall stick to the graph-theoretic terminology and refer to the countries as vertices.

A representation is a redrawing such that exactly those pairs of vertices (countries)

bordering each other in the original map are connected by a line or edge in the new

map.

For example, consider the map shown in Figure l(a). It can be considered as the

graph in 1(b). 1(c) is a rectangular representation of it, and 1(d) an SRR.

Cc cKe - :
Re A|IBLE

(» : ale :
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1.

 

 

 

 

              

For general graphs, some things are obvious. It is clear, for example, that an internal

vertex maps to an internal rectangle and a vertex on the boundary mapsto a rectangle

on the edge (since if you trace around the edge of the shape you get by putting all the

rectangles together, you get the boundary of the graph). More usefully, we have the

following conditions:

A If three vertices are all connected to each other, their three rectangles meet at

a point, so if a representation of the graph is possible, there cannot be anything

inside any triangle. Also, any internal vertex must have at least four neighbours

since only one neighbour can touch any given side.

If we nowrestrict our attention to strictly rectangular representations we have some

further obvious conditions:
 

¢ Diplomacyis a registered trade mark of Avalon Hill.

[5]

 



6 Colin Bell

B_ Disregarding tsthm: (points which, when removed,disconnect the graph) and penin-

sulae (vertices with only one neighbour), by a similar argument to before, points
at a corner must have at least two neighbours, and points on the edge not at a

corner must have three or more neighbours. Peninsulae must occupy an entireside.

Also, a subgraph on the edge which does not include a corner must have three or

more neighbours, and a subgraph occupying one corner must have two or more

neighbours. So we may have a numberof vertices or subgraphs which can only

go in corners: this number must clearly be four or less. If there are any corners

left after we’ve dealt with the forced ones, we can put whatever welike in them,

subject to the other conditions. .
C No point may occupy three or more corners (unless it is the only point). Also,

if there are two vertices each occupying two corners, they cannot be neighbours,

unless there are only two points in total.
D_ If we have an isthmus in the SRR, then its rectangle must go the entire width

or height of the graph, for, if not, removing it would not disconnect the graph.

Therefore we need it to have precisely two corners on oneside and two ontheother.

In particular, an isthmus cannot occupy a corneritself, and if a point occupies two

corners, then it cannot be next to an isthmus,unless that isthmus separates it from

all the other points in the graph.

Now,if this were a detective story, I wouldn’t tell you what the answer was until

the end, and would do mybest to hide it from you until then. But this isn’t a detective

story, so I’ll tell you now: any graph satisfying condition A above has a rectangular
representation, and any graphsatisfying all four conditions above has an SRR.In other

words,it’s possible unlessit’s trivially impossible.

The first part follows from the second: the basic idea is that you take a maximal

subgraphof the map which has an SRR (maximal here meansthat there’s no subgraph

strictly containing it which has an SRR) and then attach the rest of the graph on in

bits. Any other chunk of graph can connect to at most two of the vertices already there,

so find a representation of that, rotate and scale to fit, and attach. Since you can make

it as small as youlike, there’s no problem with it colliding with other parts already laid

down. There are a few details missing here, but they’re not hard tofill in.
-Let’s start with some notation: we call the graph G. We assumethat G satisfies

A to D above, and want to construct a SRR for G. A side of the graph is defined

to be those vertices which we’ll map to oneside of the final rectangle; for notational

convenience we’ll call the sides north, south, east, and west.
Thebasic idea of the proof, as you might expect, is inductive. We take our graph,

cut it into two parts, find SRRsof each and stick them together. It’s obvious that we

can’t divide it into two any old how; we therefore define a partition line to be a line

down which we can. We denote such a line by A = (a1,Q2,...dn), where the a; are

vertices and each a;a;41 is an edge. This is a path which connects oneside of the graph
to the opposite side (we shall always assume it goes from the west side to the east)

whichsatisfies:

(side): Only a; is on the west side, and only a, is on the east. (A path can be reduced

to this form by deleting vertices on the ends.)
(minimality): If a; adjoins aj, then i = (j — 1) or (j +1). (It is clear that any path can

be reduced to a path satisfying this property, simply by removing intermediate

points.)

 



Strictly Rectangular Representations 7
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Strictly Rectangular Representations 9

(corner): If some a; is a corner, then A is an entire side. If one of the vertices in the

partition line has two corners, then the partition line must be that vertex alone.
(connectivity): Removing the vertices {a;} will disconnect the graph (except when the

partition line is a side).

The corner and connectivity conditions are basically there to avoid annoyingspecial
cases later. .

We now define three componentsof the graph. Thefirst, G1, is the partition line and

everything on onesideofit (say the south side). We then define the opposition line, B, to

be the set of vertices on the northside of the partition line which bordervertices in the
partition line, reduced so that it satisfies the side and minimality conditions (opposition

lines don’t in general satisfy the corner or connectivity properties). We define G2 to

be the opposition line and everything to the north of it. Finally, the remaining vertices

(the ones that were in B but were deleted) form the third component, which we call
the residual set, or RS.

Confused? Well, let’s have an example. We consider England partitioned into coun-

ties (for those foreign, used to the pre-1974 layout, or just geographically challenged,

this is illustrated in Figure 2). The map is schematic, and has been adjusted in some
places to show moreclearly which pairs of counties are adjacent. It satisfies conditions

A to D, with the exception of the West Midlands, which only has three neighbours. We

hence delete it (some would say this should have been done years ago). The map thus

obtained has four forced corners: two in Cornwall, one in Tyne and Wear, and one in

Cleveland. A partition line (Cheshire to Lincolnshire by a circuitous route) has been
marked by a dashed line. The opposition line (Merseyside to Humberside) is the dotted

line, and the counties in the residual set are marked with star.

To get an SRR for G, we take SRRs for G, and G2, adjoin them, and then splice

in the residual set. In this case, it is easy to check that G, (with corners Cornwall

twice, Cheshire, and Lincolnshire) and G2 (Tyne and Wear, Cleveland, Humberside,

and Merseyside) satisfy the conditions; we’ll prove this for general graphs later. So

we take SRRs for G; and G2 and place them together, compressing in the east-west

direction so that counties which borderacross the divide join up correctly. This works

fine, except in the case where we have residual set. In this case we have to split the

residual set into components, and for each componentfind an SRR(if possible) for the

component and the vertices of G; and G2 which borderit (necessarily a subset of the

partition and opposition lines), and then splice this in.

This is illustrated for our example in Figure 3 (using two-letter abbreviations which
I hope are obvious); here the residual set only has one component. We take the graph

in 3(b) and find its SRR in 3(c), which is fairly easy (take partition lines in order: De

and Nt, St alone, Li, Le, Wa, Cb, Nh, Ox, and Bu and Be, and then you’re done). It’s

then shown spliced in in 3(d). Note that we don’t know that all the outer rectangles

extend out north and south by the same amount; we’ll find out how far they do when

we considerthe rest of the graph. *

If we now consider the southern component (which was G;), and take the same

partition line, the opposition line consists only of Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, and Hamp-

shire, leaving eight counties in two componentsof the residual set. Considering the west-

ern part, it’s fairly obvious that the only thing that will work is a staircase arrangement;

it turns out that the same thing happensin the east. The next part southwards of the

SRR is shownin Figure 4. It’s a fairly easy exercise to complete the representation for

the whole of England; my version is in Figure 5.
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Now weneed to show that everything works in general: wefirst show that we can

pick a partition line that works, and then that G,, G2, and the rectangles all have the

right properties.
First of all, if we can find an isthmus, or two cornersin the sameplace, we pick that

as a partition line. We’re going to have to have a partition line down there eventually

anyway, and picking this line early simplifies the argument. Either of these is obviously

a valid line, and the conditions are easy to check.
Secondly, if we have two opposite corners adjoining, we use a special construction

to simplify the argument(this is the first special case considered at the end).

If neither of these conditions arises, we can always use the south side as the partition

line, making G, exactly A, and G2 a subgraphoftherest. It is easy to see this satisfies

 



Strictly Rectangular Representations 11

the conditions: only the south-west corneris on the west side, only the south-east corner
is on the east side, and if this line fails to satisfy minimality then it has a subgraph on
the edge with fewer than three neighbours; this is impossible, because it’s a complete
side and it doesn’t disconnect the graph (we’ve got rid of the isthmi by assumption).

For a general partition line, we now show that G; and G> have SRRs, and also
that the graphs we look at when considering the residual set have SRRs.

A

C

For G2 (argument for G; is similar):

This followstrivially from the same condition on G. Note that the internal vertices
of G2 haven’t lost any neighbours from thesplit.

The only vertices which have lost neighbours are those on the opposition line. If

the opposition line consists of a single vertex, then this must occupy two corners

of G2, and so it has one neighbour (unless it’s the only vertex); it has this from

connectivity. If the opposition line consists of more than one vertex, then look

at the endpoints: b; has b2 as a neighbour, and must have a second neighbour,

otherwise b2 would be on the west side. The other endpoint is similar. For a point

not on the end of the line, b;, we know it has two neighbours, b;_; and 6;41. It

must have a third neighbour since otherwise b;_; and b;,; are adjacent, which

contradicts minimality.

If we have three corners in the sameplace, then there are either two corners of G
and an endpoint of the opposition line, or one corner of G and both endpoints of

the opposition line. The first case is excluded by our choice of partition line (if this

choice is not made then wehavetrouble if our partition line ends at a point one

away from the point with two corners). In the latter case, the opposition line is

an isthmus, and we know wecan’t have corners at isthmi. Two two-corner points

adjoining meanseither a two-corner point next to an isthmus (which contradicts

part of condition D which holds for G) or that the north side is of length 2 and

the opposition line is of length 2 and they intersect. In this case there’s no room
left for anythingelse.

Any isthmuseither was there already, which meansit goes from west to east in G
and hence also in G2, or has been created (note that we can’t create new isthmiin
G, becauseof connectivity). Hence, it must be on the opposition line, and therefore
on the south side. There’s no problem if it’s also on the north side, so let’s assume

it’s on one of the others (WLOGwest). By reduction to the side condition,it’s an
endpoint of B (we maytakeit to be b; ). Now,if b; were the only point of B, it would

have been an isthmusof G, and hence would go from westto east. In particular,it’s
now on three sides and doesn’t disconnect G2. So there are some other points of B,

and they’re all in the same component of B\b,. Consider the other components.

Each one is connected and on the west side. They’re either south of b; (which

implies they’re in the residua] set), or north, which means the componenthas only
one neighbour (namely 6; ) since they aren’t connected to any other part of G2 and

also miss G,. So such an isthmus cannot exist. Now for the corner conditions: any

pre-existing isthmus inherits them from G. A new isthmus hasthe old north-west

and north-east corners on opposite sides, and the two endpoints of the opposition

line on opposite sides, so there’s no problem. If a point with two corners is next

to the isthmus, this point is simultaneously an old corner and the endpoint of the

opposition line, and hence there can’t be anything else on that side of the isthmus.

 

 



12 Colin Bell

Now for the bits of the residual set: the subgraphs weneed to consider are bounded
by pairs of points on the opposition line and their neighbours, namely 6;, 6j41, and a,

to aj, where k = max {i|a; borders 6;} and / = min {2|a; borders 6;4;}, and all the

vertices bounded by those. (If you don’t believe this, draw a picture and convince

yourself.) We need this graph, with corners at b;, 6;41, ax, and aj, to have an SRR.

Same argumentas for G.

Same argument as for G;.

The four corners are distinct.

There can’t be any isthmi.V
a
Q
A
W
S

There is one potential snag: if the graph we have to consider here is the same as

G, then the induction falls over. Fhis can only happen if A is one side of the graph

(we may assume south) and B is the north. Then all the sides apart from the south

must have precisely two vertices. If the south one doesn’t, take the north side as a

partition line and we’re done. If the south side has precisely two vertices, we need a

special construction, which we’ll consider as special case 2.

SPECIAL CASE 1. NW andSE adjoin, where NW andSEarethe countries in the north-
west and south-east corners respectively. Split as in Figure 6(a). The location of the
new corners is obvious; we need to make sure the conditions are satisfied. WLOG take

the north-east subgraph:

A and B Derived from the corresponding conditions on G; note that only the vertices

on the west and southsides of this subgraph have lost any neighbours (oneeach,

except for the south-west corner).

   

  

  
   

             

NW NW
NW NE

SW SW NE

ai SE Se

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.

C Any newly created isthmus will force there to be two subgraphs of the north-east

subgraph with only one neighbour. Considering them as part of G, they will either

become internal subgraphs with a maximum ofthree neighbours (which violates

condition A for G), or external subgraphs with a maximum of two neighbours(if

either connects to both NW and SE,then we can’t have an isthmussinceall regions

are triangles).
D_ Any point occupying three or more corners must either be the sole neighbour of

both NW andSE,and hence either an isthmusor the sole point in the north-east
subgraph,or the original north-east corner and the sole neighbour of (WLOG) NW,

in which case the remaining vertices of the north-east subgraph form a subgraph

with at most two neighbours, not at a corner. Two points with two corners apiece

means WLOGthat NW has a unique neighbourand SE adjoins the old north-east

corner. In this case, if they adjoin, the remaining vertices form a subgraph (of G)
with a maximum of three neighboursinternally or two externally.
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“UECIAL CASE 2. All four sides have precisely two vertices. Split as in Figure 6(b)—

‘len the truth of the required conditions can be derived by pretending the split is as
i O(c) and applyingthe first special case twice.

Notes and further ideas

|. It is possible to have a representation of a graph wherefour regions do indeed meet

at a point (if you insert an extra region in at the point, get a representation and then

‘ompress the rectangle corresponding to the extra region to a point). But if you have

(wo or more of these points, it isn’t clear that you can do this for both simultaneously
without crushing one of the rectangles you want to keep.

”. You have considerably moreflexibility over how to organise the rectangles than |

you might think at first, and this is in part the reason why so many graphs have
icpresentations. This leads to further possibilities: for example, it is not hard to redraw

(le map of the counties of England so that the three Ridings of Yorkshire form one
1ectangle—try it and see!

3. After proving this result, I posted it to the newsgroup sci.math on USENET

(. worldwide discussion board) wondering if it was known. With information provided
ly Douglas Wood I tracked down a paper of Carl Thomassen in which he proved the

icsult for two-connected (i.e., isthmus-free) graphs; his proof is essentially the same as
Hine.

1. Is there a natural extension of these ideas to higher dimensions? If so, I would

imagine there would be a very much more complicated condition on the graphs that

work, since every graph has a 3D representation, whereas only a restricted set have a

’D representation.

5. What happens if we allow rectangles of zero width or height? Brief inspection
slows that this means we can effectively deal with a single vertex inside a triangle, and

also gets round some of the corner restrictions. But how far does this idea work? It

should be noted that reducing all the rectangles to points doesn’t work, since nowall
the rectangles meet each other.

lteference

lhomassen C. (1984). Section 7 of “Plane Representations of Graphs”, pp. 69-84, Progress in

Graph Theory, edited by Bondy, J. Adrian; Murty U.S.R., Academic Press 1984.

 
 



A Logical Puzzle

Anton Cox

While walking through Cambridge one foggy night, you come across the committee of

a certain well-known society, transportingits ill-gotten gains (in sacks) to their secret

hideout. Unfortunately—it being so foggy—you cannot see how manysacks each of
them is carrying. A friendly passing porter tells you that the product of the numberof

sacks each is carrying is 120, and (very helpfully!) that each carries an integer number

of sacks.
You know from experience that no-one can carry more than ten sacks. You are also

aware that the committee is divided into two groups: those who alwaystell the truth,

and those who alwayslie...
Within each group,the earlier a person’s nameis printed in the programmecard,

the more sacks that person can carry. This orderis:

A: President

B: Vice-President

C: Secretary (Thus if A and D are in the samegroup,

D: Junior Treasurer A carries at least as much as D,

E: Chronicler but if they are in different groups,

F: Registrar either may carry more than the other.)

G: Pub. and Ents.
H: Business Manager

You comeacross the party as they are being accosted by a pair of Proctors, anxious to

learn the distribution of the sacks. As you arrive the conversation continues ...

D is lying—she has 2 sacks.

G is lying—he hassacks equal to half the numberofliars.

A speaks the truth—F has 2 sacks.

B is lying—he has an even numberof sacks.

H tells the truth—C has 1 sack.

EB is telling the truth—she has more than 1 sack.

A lies—he has 2 sacks more than thereareliars.

F is telling the truth—the numberofliars is odd.m
o
m
o
O
W
>

The Proctors (who knowall that you do so far) have powerful torches; one of them can

see what A, C and E areeach carrying, while the other can see what A, B and C are

each carrying. Each separately is unable to deduce whocarries what (and as they never

confer, they will never know).
Determinethe distribution of sacks—and the identity of the liars!

[14]

 



‘The Gromov Distance
or Isometry up to €

Roger Hendrickx

| lie Gromov distance is a measure for the resemblance between metric spaces. Roughly
speaking, the Gromov distance between two metric spaces is smaller than ¢ if there

exists an isometry up to € between the spaces.

No general methods for calculating Gromov distances are known.

In this article a few theorems are proved which can be useful in computing Gromov
distances. An algorithm to determine the Gromov distance between two finite metric

paces 1s given.

[Yi PINITION. If RC X x Y, then we define

mR={xEeX|dy€Y with (z,y) € R}

and poR = {y€ Y|dz €X with (z,y) € R}.

|) MFINITION. Suppose (X, d) and (Y,e), also written Xq and Y., are metric spaces, and
» © Rt. A binary relation R C X x Y with ppR = X and p2,R = iscalled an

« approzimation between X and Y if and only if

aRyandz'Ry' => |d(z,z2')—e(y,y’)| <e.

[)EFINITION. If we set

e = inf {¢’ € Rt | there is an ¢’-approximation between Xq and Y-},

ilen we call € the Gromov distance between Xq and Y, (Paulin, 1988), and denote it by

Li (Xa, Yq}

We show with an example that the Gromov distance is not a metric over the class of

all metric spaces, by proving:

PROPOSITION 1. Two non-isometric spaces can give Gromov distance zero (Gromov,

1981).

ROOF. Let d be the usual metric on R, and set

X=(1,3,3,4,..3, YaXu {0}.

‘Then Xq and Yq are not isometric, for only in Y do we have two points a distance 1

apart. Choose some N € {1,2,3,...}. If we define f : X — Y by

1/n n<N

f(1/n) = 0 n=WN
1/(n-1) n>WN

[15]  
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then f is clearly bijective. For c € X we have |x — f(z)| < W because either f(z) = z,

or z and f(z) lie in [0, =]. Thusfor all z and y in X we have:

|d(zx,y) — d (f(z), F(y))| = |le — yl — If(z) — Fy)I|

< |x — f(x)| + ly — fly)|
2

<=:
N

Thus dg(Xa, Ya) < 4 for all N, so dg(Xqa, Ya) = 0 as required. LJ

However, over theclass of all metric spaces, we do have

i) dg(Xa, Xa) = 0 for all Xa,

ii) dg(Xa, Ye) = dg(Ye, Xa), and

iii) dg(Xa, Zs) < dg(Xa, Ye) aa dg(Y., ZF),

which all follow immediately from the definition of Gromov distance, and hence the

Gromovdistance is a quasi-metric on the class of metric spaces.

THEOREM 2. Let Xq be a metric space. IfAC BC X, then

BC A> dg(Aa, Ba) = 0.

PROOF. Take ¢ > 0. It is enough to show that there is a 2e-approximation between Ag

and Bq. Let R= {(z,y)|z € A, y € B, d(z,y) < e}. Then p) R = A since A C B,and

p2R = B since B C A, and we have

tRyandz'Ry’ = |d(z,z2') —dy,y’)| < 2e. LJ

Note that the converse clearly does not hold: if Xq is a metric space with AC BC X

and dg(Aa, Ba) = 0, it need not be the case that B C A. For a counterexample, let X be

R under the usual metric d and take A = (0,00), B = (—1, 00). Then dg(Ag, Ba) = 0,

since A and B are isometric, but B Z A = [0, 00).

COROLLARY3. For d the usual metric on R", dg(Q%,R7) = 0.

PROOF. Follows directly from Theorem 2. L]

THEOREM 4. Let Xq be a compact metric space. For every « € R* there exists a finite

set S C X such that

dg(Xa, Sa) < €.

PROOF. By compactness, X can be covered byfinitely many balls of radius €, so we

can find {z,22,...,2n} = S, say, with

A = B(a1, $€) U B(z2, $€) U Lee U B(zn, $6).

Now the expression
tR2e; + zr € B(xi, $€)

defines an €-approximation between X and S. Thus

dg(Xa,Sa) <«

for the given e € Rt, as required. LJ
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I(t} MARK. It seemed to be evident that dg(X,X") < dg(X, X') for metric spaces with

\'« X" C X. However, we have the following finite counterexample:}

vet X = {x0,21, 22,23},
d(x,, £2) = d(x2, 23) = LL,

d(x 1,23) = 2, and

d(xq,x;) = 100 for z = 1,2,3.

lake X' = {21,23} and X" = {21,272,273}. Forarelation R C X xX' and z' € X', write
Nar’ {a € X|zRa'}. Then by the relation shown in Figure 1 we know dg(X, X') < 98
(1 fact this is best possible), but, by considering the possible elements z of X which
utisfy «Razin the case for X", it is clear that dg(X,X") = 99.

100

 

100

Figure1.

[)iFPINITION. The diameter of a metric space Xq, written ¢X, is defined by

oX = sup{d(z,z')|z,z' € X}.

l'i1HOREM 5. Let Xq and Y, be metric spaces with finite diameters. Then

|oX — dY| < dg(Xa, Ye) < max{goX, Y}.

'hOOF. Without loss of generality we assume that ¢X > ¢Y. We begin withthefirst

ve C X xY be an e-approximation and take 6 € R*. Choose 21,22 € X such

that d(r1,22) > ¢X — 6, and choose y;, y2 € Y such that 2; Ry; and r2Ry2. Then

€ > |d(ei,22) — e(y1,2)| > d(vi,22) — e(y1,y2) > 6X — 6 - 6Y.
Since this is true for all 6 > 0, we obtain

dg(Xa,¥e) > oX — 4¥ = |¢X - 4Y|.

 

| F. Paulin, personal communication, 1990.
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To show the secondinequality, let R C X x Y be any relation for which p} R = X and
poR=Y.If 2; Ry, and z2Ry2, we have

|d(z1, 22) — e(y1, y2)| < max {d(z1, 72), e(y1, y2)} < max {hX, gY}.

Hence dg(Xa, Ye) < max {¢X, gY}. LJ

The Gromov distance between two finite metric spaces

Welook for an algorithm to compute the Gromovdistance betweenfinite metric spaces.

Let Xq and ¥, be metric spaces, with X = {r1,22,...,2n} and Y = {yy,y2,...,Ym}-
We compute the numberof binary relations R between X and Y with p}R = X and
p2R=Y as follows:

Compute the numberof relations on X x Y with p; R = X.If R is such a relation, then
R connects every x € X with the points of a subset of Y. All subsets of Y except 0
have to be considered, leaving us with (2" — 1) possibilities. Since |X| = n, there are
(2™ — 1)” binary relations on X x Y with |X| =n, |Y| =m, and p,R= X.

Now consider the second condition, ppR = Y. Let N(n,m) be the numberof binary
relations R on X x Y with p}R = X and p2R = Y. Wewantto find a recursive formula
satisfied by N(n,m).

If ppR = ACY with |A| =r <™m, then the numberofrelations R C X x Y with

pik = X and p2R = A is equal to N(n,r). The numberof subsets A of Y with |A| =r
is (™), so we obtain the formula

m(2™ — 1)" = (").¥e2,1) 4 ("))(n,2) +.

4 (,." 1)Mom —1)4 (")2,

which gives

1” = N(n,1)
3” = 2N(n,1) + N(n, 2)

7” = 3N(n,1) + 3N(n,2) + N(n,3)

(2™ —1)" = (T)N(n,1) + (7) N(n,2) +...

w+ C,)N(n,m —1)+(™)N(n,m)

Weobtain a linear system of m equations in the m unknowns N(n,1), N(n,2),...,
N(n,m—1), N(n,m). Cramer’s rule yields

1 O 0 -:-: 1”

1 0 3”
3 n

N(n,m) = 3 (>) | 7

(3)(may
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We aim to develop an algorithm to compute the Gromov distance between two
lite metric spaces. We know that there are N(n,m) relations R which satisfy

mR=X and pR=Y.

lle following proposition reduces the numberofrelations to be investigated.

l'WOPOSITION 6. Let R C X x Y be some €-approximation between two metric spaces

\, and Y,.. IfS C Rand pi S = X, ppS =Y,then S is also an e-approximation between
\, and Y,.

lnoor. Take Ras above. Then for all (21,41), (v2, y2) € R,

|d(x1,t2) — e(¥1,y2)| Se.

Hence, for all (x},25), (yi,y3) € S,

|d(x1, 41) — e(22,42)| <e. UL

It PINITION. Let Xq and Y, be two metric spaces with |X| =n and |Y| = mas above.
lor cach 2 € X we choose one x* € Y, and for each y € Y we choose one y* € X. In

(lis way we obtain a set

S= { (x1, 27), (z2,29), rey Cre (yi,¥1), (yo, ¥2); teey (Yrs Ym )}.

\Ve call such a relation a basic relation between Xq and Y,. It will be convenient to

write S(x) for x*.

lo compute Gromov distances it turns out to be sufficient to investigate these basic

iclations. How manysuch relations S are there?

Every S is associated with amap f: X + Y andamapg:Y 3X.

The numberof possible maps f : X > Y is m”.

‘The numberof possible maps g: Y > X is n™.

Hence the numberof basic relations is at most m™n™.

‘uppose we have finite metric spaces Xq and Y,. Assume that |X| = n and |Y| = m,
and further that n > m.

We write downall the basic relations

S1,S2,. ae »Smrnm )

possibly with some repetition, and for each k € {1,2,...,m"n™} we determine

ck = sup { {a(2i,25) = e(Su (xi), Se(23))| }.

‘hen, by Proposition 6, we know

dg(Xa, Y,) = inf {€1, €2,. ie ,Emrnm } .
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THEOREM 7. Take A = {ao,a1,42,a3,...} CZ with 0 = ap < ay < ag < a3 <..., and

define K = sup(an41 — an). Then, for d the usual metric on Z,
nm

dg(Za, Aa) = K -1.

PROOF. Define R by trRan & adn < F< Gn41. Then R is a (K — 1)-approximation

between Zq and Ag, so

dg(Za, Aa) < K —1.

For the other inequality, let R be some ¢-approximation; it is enough to show that for

any p20,
€ 2 Ap41 — dp — 1.

Let u = max {x € Z|4q < p with xRaj}, and choose g < p with uRag. Thenthereis

an r such that (u+1)Ra,. For such anr, r>p2>q,sor >p+1 anda, > ap41.

Nowfinally
n
m WV }(u + 1) — ul — Jar — agl|

|1 — (a, — aq)|
ay — ay —1

Ap+1 — ay, —1. (]WV

THEOREM 8. Let f : R = R with f(x) = f(—z) for all ce € R, and f(0) = O. Let
G = {(2, f(x))|xz € R}. If there exists an €-approximation between G andR,then for

x > 3e,

| 9
lf(x)| < Sex + Fe’.

PROOF. Assume R is an €-approximation between G and R. Take z > 0, and define

A= (0,0), B =(z, f(x)), and C = (—2, f(z)) (see Figure 2).

 

 

 
Figure 2.
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\\« know there exist a,b,c € R with aRA, bRB, and cRC. According to the positions
iu. b,c ER, the following cases have to be investigated:

4 i i i
tT T T T T

or

a Cc Cc b ab

IC — Al] + € > |e— al] = |e — 4] + [b— a] > ||C — Bl| + ||B — Al| — 2e

 

i i i i

T or t T tT

a a Cc b

 

a
p
e4

7

b Qa

|A — Bl] + > |a — b| = |a —e| + |e — 4] > ||[A — C|| + ||C — Bl| — 2¢

 
i i i
7 as t

 

i

. or

b b a Cc

e
a
eiL

t

©Cc

|B — Cl] + € > |b—c| = |b—a| + |a—e| > ||B — Al] + ||A— C]| — 2.
\\v obtain the following inequalities:

IC — Al] + 3¢ > ||C — Bl + ||B — Al

or

||A — Bl| + 3€ > ||A— C]| + [IC — Bl

or

||B — C|| + 8e > ||B— Al] + ||A— Cl],

z* + f(x)? + 3€ > V2? + f(r)? + 22

ancl further

or

Vz? + f(x)? + 3€ > Vx? + f(x)? + 22

or

2x + 3€ > fz? + f(x)? + Vx? + f(zx)?.

Whitin

3€ > 22

or

22 + 3e > 2/2? + f(z)’,

ul we know 22 > 3¢€ by assumption. Hence z + S¢ > ,/x* + f(x)? , and so

[f(2)| < 1/3er + 2

required.
LI
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Note that |f(x)| < ,/3ex + 3c? for all x > 2¢ does not imply that the canonical

relation Rs, given by rRsA & A = (2, f(z)), is an e-approximation between G and R.
As a counterexample, we show that Ry is not a 1-approximation in the case where

f(z) = Y|z|.cosz, even though

/ 9
J|z|.\cosz| < Y|z| < Sex + Fe

for x > 3 and € > ;. If it were, then

oR(z,y|2|.cose) and yR(y, Vlyl.cosy),
SO
 

[lz —y|— V(e—y)? + (Velcose — Vlylcosy)? <1
for all z,y € R. However, taking « = 27 and y= m weobtain a contradiction.

THEOREM 9. Let f :R—R. The following assertions are equivalent:

i) Ry is an €-approximation.

ii) |f(x) — f(y)| < Ye? + 2elx — y| for all z,y ER.

PROOF. Assertion i) is equivalent to the statement that, for all z,y € R,

 

 
 

Ve =u)? + (F(@) — Fy)? - le - yl <e
© V(t —y)? + (f(z) — f(y))? <e+ |x -y|

= (z — y)’ + (f(x) — f(y)’ <e? + 2€la — y| + |x — y/?

> If(z) — F(y)| <Ve? + 2e|z — y]. U]

THEOREM 10. Let fe: R — R be bounded, and set G = {(z,f(x))|c € R}. Then
dg(Ra, Ga’) is finite, where d and d' are the usual metrics on R and R* respectively.

PROOF. Assume f : R > R is bounded, and pick A such that |f(z)| < A for all c ER.

Then |f(x) — f(y)| < 2A for all z,y € R. Taking e€ = 2A, we get

Ve + 2elx—y| > Ve? = 24 > | f(x) — f(y],

and hence by Theorem 9 we know Ry is a 2A-approximation. L]
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Problems Drive 1992
Vin de Silva and Oliver Riordan

itil) RULES

l'niin played as teams and had to answer twelve questions in one and a quarter hours.

| very five minutes they were given a new question, and the questions were removed
‘im them after ten. minutes; at the end, teams were given ten minutes to invent any

‘wore plausible answers. The scoring system was more incomprehensible than usual, .

iiational and infinitesimal components being obtainable. The winners traditionally

‘ceive a bottle of port and are expected to set the questions the following year.

‘The questions were considered harder than usual, although they appear here with
. lew hints removed. The quotations from Doctor Who episodes, of at bést dubious

ielevance, have been left in.

‘APRICORN Stubborn old goat!

The Web of Fear

liilius Silverstein has a circular plot of land, 20 yards in diameter. He has a goat tethered

i (he inside of the perimeter fence. How longis the tetherif it allows the goat to graze

ui all but 100 square yards of the plot?

\QUARIUS I may have had a knock on the head, but that’s a dashed queerstory!

The Talons of Weng-Chiang

lady Gnomyall was playing with complex polynomials. She wrote down the following
eeptal lon:

z"+z2+c=0. (1)

ie then called her husband, Polly.
“| have two numbers in my head,” she said; “let’s call them a and c. a is an integer,

sil ¢ is a complex number with |c| = 1.”

lady Gnomyall added that, with her chosen value for the constant c, equation (1)

lian One or more solutions z = zo with |zo| = 1 precisely when n = a (mod 1992), that
when 1992 divides (n — a).
llow many possible values of c could she have chosen?

‘ott. For each positive integer m, there are m|]|(1 — 1/p) integers (up to congruence
iioclulo m) coprime to it, with the product taken over distinct prime factors p of m.

PISCES Nothing in the world can stop me now!

The Underwater Menace

|'\olessor Zaroff has come up with a new threat to the sanity of humanity. It is a 3D

\«1ox machine, or a prototype, at least.

‘|‘he contraption is immersed in a special liquid. It has four emitters, which emit
«ius of light of ingeniously chosen wavelengths. When the machineis activated, any

[23]
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region of liquid whichis hit by all four beams instantly and permanently solidifies. The
resulting object may then be retrieved at leisure.

The four emitters are positioned at the vertices of an imaginary regular tetrahe

dron. They can be pointed independently in any direction (one takes care to avoid

having infinite regions of intersection). All four emitters emit beams of the sameshape,

although there is a parameter that can be modified (for all four beams together).
The beams are shaped like regular (single) cones, except that they have cross

sections shaped like equilateral triangles, rather than discs. The apex of eachis identical

to the apex of (say) a triangular pyramid OABC, where OA = OB = OCand AB

BC =CA.The parameter that can be altered is the angle 6 = AOB = BOC = COA;

this may vary from 0° to 120°. All four beams must have the sameangle.
Zaroff selects a value for the parameter 6. He points the emitters cunningly. Then

he activates the machine. Moments later, he retrieves a regular polyhedron.

What possible pairs (6, polyhedron) are there?

NOTE. There arefive convex regular polyhedra:

Tetrahedron: 4 equilateral triangles, meeting 3 to a vertex.

Hexahedron: refer to Regular Complex Polytopes by Coxeter.
Octahedron: 8 equilateral triangles, meeting 4 to a vertex.
Dodecahedron: 12 regular pentagons, meeting 3 to a vertex.

Icosahedron: 20 equilateral triangles, meeting 5 to a vertex.

ARIES Your master will be angry if you kill me... I’m a genius!

The Seeds of Death

Recall that, in logic, (A => B) is true unless A is true and B is false. Recall also that

1 is alwaysfalse.

A Frog and a Toad play a game. They start with a row of N symbols 1, separated

by (N — 1) symbols =, where N is a positive integer:

hel = ws SL

Frog and Toad then take turns to convert an = of their choice to a one-way implication
sign (< or =>), and then bracket off the terms on each side of the new implication. Of

course, brackets already placed must be respected. For example,

(Loe tae liefl=l= Le 1)

might become, among otherthings,

| &(L=l= 1l)39( De=

or (L=H>1l)9(l=1=12= 1).

When all = symbols have been converted, the truth value of the resulting logical sen

tence is computed. Toad winsif it is true, Frog winsif it is false. For each positive

integer N, determine who winson best playif

a) Toad starts;
b) Frog starts.
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bAURUS Oh, my word!

The Ice Warriors

lle regular octahedron has 8 equilateral triangular faces, meeting 4 to a vertex. The

‘;yular icosahedron has 20 equilateral triangles, meeting 5 to a vertex.

x) Let ABC’ be a face of a regular octahedron. A small insect starts at vertex A

and crawls in a straight line towards edge BC. Whenever it reaches an edge,it

continues crawling in a ‘straight line’, in the obvious sense that the incident angle
with the edge is the same as the departing angle. We assumethat it never crawls

onto a vertex of the octahedron.

$y choosing the initial direction of its journey, the insect can exercise some control
over the faces it visits and the order in which it visits them. In fact, every face

can be visited by choosing a suitable direction and prolonging such a ‘straight

line’ journey sufficiently. (The insect must always begin its journey on ABC in the

tnanner described.)

Consider the following statement:

‘If you choosea face, the insect can arrange to visit it
crossing at most N edges.’

Whatis the least N for which the statement is true?

|\) Answer the same question for the regular icosahedron.

(i MARK. The answer to the corresponding question for the regular tetrahedronis

y= 2.

(MINI Three of ’em! I didn’t know when I was well off!

The Three Doctors

| liunve a cube. Suppose I wish to mark each face with one of the letters Z, O, G, such

iliut there are precisely N ways of spelling out the word ‘ZOG’, tracking from square

\) adjacent square. For which N in 1,2,...,10 is it possible to do this?

(‘ANCER I used my special technique ... keeping my eyes open

and my mouth shut.

The Tomb of the Cybermen

lor the purposes of this question, it may be assumed that the surface of the planet

\londas is, as its natives believe, a copy of the Euclidean space R x R. It is not a very

yood copy, though, because, owing to the presenceof a large crab at the origin (0,0), the
uutives use a different metric (distance function) on the planet. The distance between

(wo points x and yis given by

d(x,y) = opYI
Ix|-ly| ”

where |x| is the positive square root of (rz? + x2) as usual.
Lady C. lives at (3,4) and her lover lives at (25,5). The lover wishes to visit

l.udy C., but he wants to go via the main road, which consists of all points of the form

((,0). How long is the shortest route he can take?
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LEO That’s the trouble with good ideas; they only comea bit at a time

Revenge of the Cybermen

With ap and n fixed, maximise

1 1 1
+ Ts Pe—-,

[ao, a3] (ay, a2] [an—1, Gn]

 

where aj, @2,...,@n is any set of positive integers satisfying ag < a; < az <... < dy,

and where[p,q] denotes the least common multiple of the integers p and q,

a) when ap = 1 and n = N,for eachpositive integer N, and
b) when ap = 5 and n= N,foreach positive integer N.

VIRGO Leonardo! ... You remember the MonaLisa

that dreadful woman with no eyebrows who wouldn’tsit still!

City of Death

ABCDEis a convex pentagon.

AB* = 16; BC? = 5; CD* =4; DE? = 2; EA’ = 41.

AC” = 29; CE’ = 10.

Calculate the area of ABCDE.

LIBRA You’re just a pathetic bunch of tin soldiers

skulking about the galaxy in an ancient space-shi))!

Revenge of the Cybermen

Little Tom, the baker’s son, is waging a military campaign. The battlefield is a triangulas

grid of size N (a positive integer). An example grid, with N = 4, is shown below.
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Soldiers (of the stannic variety) stand at the vertices of the grid. They are so

witanged that each grid parallelogram is ‘balanced’; that is to say, each pair of opposite

oitices of the parallelogram has the same total numberofsoldiers on them as the other.

Of course, little Tom has fractional soldiers where required—the inevitable conse-
uence of long battles past.

Suppose the three main vertices hold A, B, and C soldiers in some order. Little

lu. would like to know how manysoldiers there are in total. What is the answer(in

leriun of A, B, C, and N)?

 

“CORPIO Have you heard of the Tong of the Black Scorpion?

The Talons of Weng-Chiang

What is the area of the largest square that can be covered by three unit squares (which
aie allowed to overlap but may not be cut or deformed in any way)?

SAGITTARIUS Doctor—be careful!

The Evil of the Daleks |

ill in the gaps in the following sequences:

a) 10, 20, 120, 440,...,...

I) 1, 3,5, 7, 9, 15, 17, 21, 27,...,...

1) 3,4, 5, 6, 8,...,12, 15, 16,...
il) O, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9,...,...

\ «mall bonus will be awarded for a correct non-obvious solution to the following:

6) 4,...,4,...,4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4.

lle bottle of port was won this year by Timothy Luffingham (Trinity, now Warwick)

sud ‘Tom Leinster (New College, Oxford), who scored

57 1
oy + ag(2V2— Wiv5 +1)

wit of a maximum possible score of 12 + e.

‘olutions to the problemsare on pp. 55-56.



Let’s Draw the Integers

The Faculty

Here is a taste of the lecturing style found in the Cambridge University undergraduat:

Mathematical Tripos, mostly from the year 1991-92. Punctuation may mislead.

Fluids
“If you take a bag of water and squeeze it, the bag bursts.”
“Another way of getting rid of terms you don’t like is setting them to zero.”

Algebra
“T don’t think that this is the time to encourage Australian sympathies by havingtildes

waltzing around our mathematics.”

“Every interesting corollary leads to a good definition.”

“Now, another Lemma 10.”

Probability

“T’m going to make the convention that whatever is obviously true 7s true.”

“Arrange n married couples around a table; place the wives in odd positions.”
“In general, this is true. It’s only in certain cases that it isn’t.”

“This is the case n = 2. It also works when n = n.”

Galois Theory
“T was thinking about this in my bath the other day and it was obvious.”

“I’ve just added another element to F416.”
“T think this probably proves something, but I can’t think quite what.”

Number Theory
“This work was actually paid for by somebody—not very much, but then I don’t think

it’s very valuable.” _

“T’ll just move the origin, which is neither here nor there.”

“This course is intended primarily for those about to give up Mathematics.”

Numerical Analysis
“One year is very short compared with 25000 years.”

“Do unto U as you do unto L.”
“Knowing that an iteration will converge 55 years after the sun becomes a white dwai|

will be of very little consolation to someonetrying to predict tomorrow’s weather.”

Complex Variable

“This is morally equivalent and probably more equivalent than that.”

Principles of Dynamics
“Tf we lived in a world wherecircular orbits were not stable, spiralling into the sun woul!

be a lot moredisastrous than the Greenhouse Effect.”
“Here are the wheels, which we’ll ignore in the analysis.”

Markov Chains

“The geese are eaten by the foxes—orrabbits.”

“Here, 16 = (30 x 48)/90.”

[28]
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\luebraic Geometry

'|oretical physicists need to know somealgebraic geometry—orat least some algebraic
ometers.”

ius first name is Max, which is just what it ought to be.”

'opic and Set Theory

‘ji language has an infinite supply of variables, which will be written as z and y.”
‘ou probably all know about Russell’s paradox, and if you don’t I’ll be reminding you

(i! 11 a few moments’ time.”

lathematical Methods

'' | vit on that piece of chalk, like a spaceman, the components will be fixed.”
+ know this is a yellow closed curve ... ”

\uybody with sufficient symmetry will be spherical.”

‘/iin equation 1s number ‘23’ in what I hope is an obvious notation.”

Hitiys

| have done it correctly—I’ve doneit twice.”

the result follows. Well, the result follows by the following lemma.”

\ alysis

cause Cauchy doesn’t know where you are.”
\\v've got so many conditions on the board, it seems we could end up with almost

wy thing.”

‘uve got to show that if you take a y in there, say z,... ”

‘siaph Theory

‘lie are millions of ways of constructing spanning trees, but one is easier than the
ther”

‘tatistics

» let's draw the integers.”

iiiemann Surfaces

‘\iylit, we now come to the second misprint.”

‘lin is the statement we’re trying to prove ... and here’s one I madeearlier.”

iitlerential Analysis and Geometry

i) you all know what c, is? Ah—I’m not sure J do. It doesn’t really matter what cy is,
long as it’s something.”

‘jute a mess, this, isn’t it?”
'here’s really no substitute for preparing lectures.”

‘tochastic Processes
‘jin relies on a property of the exponential distribution called the ‘lack of memory’,

‘luch you’ve probably all forgotten.”

| lectromagnetism

isvamine you’re an electron lying on your back ... ”

| li only reason we stop this is that we don’t know what to call the next one in the
”n

PepHence,

   
 

 
 



Flexagons
Vin de Silva

Hexaflexagons

What can you do with a strip of paper? Arthur Stone, a postgraduate at Princeton in

1939, folded it into a fleragon.

‘

INN
, ,

tape ee

L —
f

WAY, \Z\
/

 

 
 

 

We use the standard origami notation:

fold in front; =< ses mes cee ee ee ee eee ee

fold behind: m—..—_.. —-.. aes eee ee

This is flat and hexagonal and has two sides, which we paint red and blue. By flexing

it along its creases, an uncoloured face can be found, and we promptly colourit yellow
Clearly this is a mathematical artefact of considerable interest, and so we invent a

notation forit.

B

Y R

Each edge represents a state of the flexagon, and each vertex represents a colour
There is an edge for the initial Red-Blue state, and two for the other states, whicli

 

[30]
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. obtained cyclically. Stone thought about it overnight and realized that a more

wiplicated flexagon could be made. The hexagon has six-fold rotational symmetry,
sens a single flex has only three-fold symmetry. There is room for anotherflex.

l'his is Stone’s construction for the hezahezaflezagon, or hexahexa (the one shown

‘ove, with three faces, is called the triherafleragon). We start with a strip twice as
uy us before:

s s s s e‘ a s s

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
\ \ \ \ \ \ N \ N
\
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

8 8 8 s 8 8 s s .

 

 

‘tolling’ the strip as shown, we obtain a smaller strip which we can then fold as a

otnal trihexaflexagon.

yet
\ 7

\ .

‘ /

 

I'he result is another flexagon, a little fatter than the first. It has three principal
_Red, Blue, and Yellow, which can be permutedcyclically by flexing. There are

lu. (three secondary faces. When in the Red-Blue state, it is possible to produce a

ii ple face with a single well-chosen flex. There are, similarly, Green and Orangefaces,

lili can be obtained from the other principal states. We symbolise the relationships

\/\\/P

\/
li any of the outer positions, there is no choice as to which face is produced next;

4 instance, if we are in the Purple-Red state, Blue will appear after a flex (though

‘lier Purple or Red can be chosen to disappear to make way forit).
We can make an even bigger flexagon from a strip twice as long again. Using the

-olliug’ procedure, reduce it in length to a hexahexa strip, and finally fold it as a

aliexa. This has twelve faces and the following diagram:

|
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The obvious generalisation of this procedure will produce flexagons with 3, 6, 12,
24, 48, ... faces. We mayalso wish to consider the ‘free’ flexagon with 3 x 2™ faces. Foi
the larger flexagons, the state diagramsoverlap themselves, and hence are undrawable
Wecould get round this problem by distortingthe triangles to make them fit, but there
is no great need. Besides, a generalisation described later fits more naturally if the
triangles are left undistorted.

How can we make a flexagon with five faces? We could start with a hexahexa
and remove one face. Suppose we play with a hexahexa. When our chosen disgrace«|
face (circled below) shows up, we sabotage it by applying a drop of glue to one ofit»
facelets. The face will never be seen again once it flexes away, and the result is tl
pentahezaflezagon on theleft.

 

It’s important to sabotage an outer face, otherwise you end up with the right-hanel
state diagram.Here, the survivingstates split into three groups that don’t communicate
with each other. Depending on thestate you reach when youflex the errant away, thi
result will be a flexagon that behaveslike one of these (the last two are degenerate aii
don’t flex):

DEFINITION. A proof is a plausible argument of somekind.

DEFINITION. A triangle diagram, or TD,is defined recursively as follows:

i) A single triangle is a TD.
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i! you attach a new triangle to a TD at oneof its boundary edges, then the result

in also a TD.

iow prove that triangle diagrams correspond precisely to non-degenerate hexa-

avon forms.

lle easy bit is to show that every TD is the state diagram for some flexagon.

. jwoof of this involves sabotage. Take a 3 x 2”-type flexagon whose state diagram

lew our chosen TD as a subdiagram. Sabotage appropriate faces to reduce the

‘agin to the chosen TD. That’sall.

‘ere is also a more constructive proof. We know we can produce a flexagon whose

ao diagram is a single triangle (the trihexa). I shall explain how to modify a flexagon

‘lint its state diagram acquires an extra triangle at any given edge. The result then

lawn by induction.

 

 

 

DA
V

\\uppose we wouldlike to add the shaded triangle to the state diagram above. Flex

. tlexagon to the edge marked A. In this state, the six sectors of the flexagon come

. (wo sets of identical triplets, by symmetry. It turns out that, in an ‘outer’ state, one

‘ile sets of triplets consists of sectors that are a single thickness of paper. (Proof by

.luction, working alongside this construction.) We doctor each of these, replacing the

ule triangle by a pair of hinged triangles as shown. It’s as if we were reversing the

-\\inp, process of the sabotage method,splitting single triangles as if they were really

stuck together.

k
e
s

These faces are single thickness.
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You haveto be careful about which of the addedtriangles connects with the left ani
which connects with the right, otherwise it all goes horribly wrong.In fact, it’s enouy))

simply to be consistent and always have the top triangle of each new pair attached tu
the left.

Conversely, every hexaflexagon has a state diagram that is a triangle diagraim
This follows after a bit of hand-waving and practical experimentation. There are two

main points. Locally, the structure is made upoflittle three-cycles. The existence «|

a flex actually guarantees a three-cycle. Secondly, there are no large-scale interactionn

of states. There is essentially only one way to reach a given state from any other. Thin

is because when weexit from a three-cycle its mechanism becomesfolded awayin tli
recesses of an adjacent three-cycle, and can only be re-accessed by returning to that
and flexing to the correct state.

This completes our classification of hexaflexagons. U]

Tetraflexagons

The basic tetraflezagonis folded as shown (the two shaded edges are connected togethe
at the end):

 

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

     |
 

 

Flexing is achieved by folding in half and unfolding in the ‘wrong’ direction. Ther«

are four faces whichare cyclically permuted by flexing. Accordingly, we give the flexagon

the state diagram in (a).
Analogously to the triangle diagrams for hexaflexagons, we can generate alarge

family of tetraflexagons based on-square diagrams. Either existence proof may bereumerl

here: for the ‘sabotage’ proof, we may note that a zigzag chain of 8 x 3"+1 squares may
be folded into a zigzag chain of 8 x 3" squares by a process akin to the‘rolling’ use|

to shorten the strips of triangles. If we start with a 24-square chain,roll it, and thew
fold as above, the resulting 12-face tetraflexagon will have state diagram (b). Thestats

diagram for the next case, the 72-squarestrip,is all but undrawable, because of over|aji
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\quares in the state diagram may be partially sabotaged. The simplest example of

sbtained from the basic tetraflexagon,is the tritetrafleragon. This has three faces

.l two states, and is represented by (c).
 

 

a
ec

 

    

   
(a) (b) (c)

l'ere is a second modeof flexing that may be exploited. The simplest examples

‘ (otraflexagons which allow this have four faces; one possibility is:

 

 

 

    

 

         

 

‘his flexagon is effectively a combination of two flexagons which communicate

\vough a ‘special flex’—we introduce the notation on the right to represent its state

savram. The exact nature of the special flex is left as an exercise.

 

special
; +>
1 flex
l

     

1» easy to incorporate this new flex into our scheme. Overleaf is an example of a

ible state diagram for a tetraflexagon—note that, for instance, the states A, B, and

\o not communicate directly with each other.
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. / |

!
 

After a bit of case-checking, it turns out that tetraflexagons correspond exactly to
such state diagrams (modulo a small fudge factor or two). Thus we have

a

classification
for tetraflexagons. | L]

Flexaflops

We now simplify things and consider flezaflops, which are the least (interesting flexa
gons) or the (least interesting) flexagons, according to taste. Here is an example—fold
two copies of the net shown and join them together, edge 1 of thefirst copy to edge?
of the second, and vice-versa:

2

/
1 / 1

LX\/
/ 2

 

   
The outsideof the flexaflop never changes colour. Everything happens ontheinside,

which may be viewed by opening the flexaflop out into a hollow pyramidal shape.

 

The transition from flattened form to pyramid potentially occurs in two wayn.
likewise, there are two ways of flattening the pyramid shape. This degree of choic
means that we may beable to flop the flexaflop along a chain of distinct states, witli



~~
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jlevent sets of faces exposed in the pyramid states. In this particular version, there

four such states, so we maycall it the tetratetraflop. We can construct flexaflops
‘|, arbitrarily long state diagrams, but these are always chains with two ends.

violet indigo orange red

Hat flat flat flat flat

We now consider the mechanical structure of the tetratetraflop.

 
 

4 4

(d) (e)

 
 

One half of the tetratetraflop is depicted schematically in (d). Triangles nearer to

sre drawn smaller, and a line connecting two edges indicates that those two edges

joined. There are two connections to the other half of the flexaflop (edge 1 and

iy 2 in the construction diagram opposite). Since edge 1 of one half meets edge 2 of
. other, there is a sense in which the two free ends of (d) may be connected together;

\, done in (e), the line being doubled to indicate that the faces which are joined by

‘ate on different halves.
(‘he payoff comes when wetry flopping the flexaflop to see how its structure dia-

‘vin changes (see over).
‘he pattern of lines on the diagram remains unchanged, except that the doubled

1s a different one with each flop. Experimenting with a model will make the reasons

. this clear. During a flop, each half splits into two sections which then regroup as

| llop is completed. The regrouped halves areidentical to the halves at the beginning

| (le procedure, except that the two pairs of edge connections directly involved in the

‘\) exchange status, one becoming doubled and the other undoubled.

There are flexaflops whose structure diagrams have more than one multipleline.

own overleaf is the structure for the tetraoctaflop, from which the reader may infer

\w to construct a working model. This time four identical copies of the basic unit need

|“ made, and they should be oriented in the manner suggested. Viewing the internal

irs involves opening the octaflop out into a square tube. Again, only finite chain

jonsible—loops do not occur.
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  RH Hood
Hot] y

There is a generalisation to n dimensions. Working with n-dimensional hypercubes

as the basic cell, we can build a flexaflop which operates in (n + 1) dimensions, with «

structure diagram that involves n doubled connections. A chain of faces (of arbitrary
length) can be made to appear on the interior. Here is an example structure diagraiii

       

                  l
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. (le case n = 3; the six sides of the hexagon correspond to the six faces of the cubes

«| ure the basic units. Finally, another tetraflop is shown on theright, hopefully to

‘ke it, clear how chains of arbitrary length are obtained.

 

 

   

 

 

    

 

 
 

fie neralisations

‘i structure diagramsof the previous section apply equally well to flexagonsin general.

‘lie is a possible structure diagram (f) for the trihexaflexagon:

‘'hree copies of this unit are needed to construct the whole flexagon. The tripled
«nection is made three times, in cyclic fashion, between the three parts. The flexagon

‘ale represented by this diagram is a ‘half-way’ stage in the middle of a flex; only one

Jour is visible (compare the top diagram). The significant difference between this and

 {lexaflop which has the same structure diagram (except of course for the multiplicity

' (le distinguished edge) is that there are new ways of transforming the diagram.

'\ \ the introduction of the third section which gives it the extra freedom. When a

vilaur tetraflexaflop is opened, the total angle at the centre is 2 x 2 x 60° = 240°,

lil is not enough for it to be possible to flatten it. With three sections, the angle is

” « 60° = 360°, which is just right. In terms of these ‘half-way’ structure diagrams,
«xtra move allowed—the flip—consists of reversing one of the edge connections and

 

  

(f) (h)
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moving the front triangle (or. triangles) to the back. This mechanism is illustrated in

the sequence (f) +(g)-—(h). The multiple connection remains on the sameside afte:
the flip.

The precise conditions for when a flip or a flop can be madeareeasily state«|

Define k to be the numberof sections connected together at the multiple edge (s#«:

k = 3 for hexaflexagons, k = 2 for tetraflops), and 6 to be the angle between the edge»

on which the two connections involved, one single and one multiple, are found. (Sine

hexaflexagons are madeoutof equilateral triangles, 6 = 60° in all cases.) Then:

i) There must be a pair of adjacent triangles such that the gap between them i»

spanned by the multiple line and one other line, and no others.
ii) If k@ < 180° then a flop is possible, by making the multiple line single, and vic«

versa.
i111) If k@ = 180° then a flip is possible—take all the triangles in front of the gap and

move them to the back of the pile.
iv) If k@ > 180° then nothing is possible—‘the mechanism jams’. (This is not alwayn

strictly true, but nothing muchis lost in assuming it.)

A flip and a flop combineto give a flex, three of which return the flexagon toit»

initial state. The two operations may be performed in either order:

J > fd

X= fd
The generalised hexaflexagon

An elegant classification can be obtained for those flexagons whosefacelets are triang.1

lar. Apart from the detailed structure, the parameters we can alter are k, the numbe:

of identical sections used, and 6, ¢, and y, the angles of the triangle.

In the regular hexaflexagon, k9 = kf = kx = 180°, which allows the maximum
freedom of flexing; the other cases we will consider will be subject to certain restrictions

in manipulation. We haveseen how theserestrictions apply to the ‘half-way’ structure

diagrams. However, what we really want are generalised rules for the state diagramin

discussed in thefirst two sections.
Recall that a state is a flattened configuration of the flexagon, with one face on

each side. The angle at the centre, 6, occurs 2k times, so k9 = 180°. Here are twa

possible examplesof states:

|
flex

1;
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‘ules are represented by solid edges in the state diagram.

We now introduce the notion of a semi-state. This occurs when the flexagon 1s

vtiully opened out but cannot be flattened further. All flexaflop states are semi-
‘alten. kO < 180°, and we denote it by a broken edge, or, rather, one half of a broken

ive. Here are two examples:

\

I'he colour on the outside is the colour of the vertex belonging to the half-edge.

ioning from one half of a broken edge to the other corresponds to turning the semi-

‘ute inside out. This is impossible to do directly if the flexagon is madeofrigid material,

vigh it might be possible to flex from one semi-state to the other.
l’inally, there are null states which can’t be reached because k@ > 180°, but which

vild be there otherwise. These are drawn dotted.
llcre is an example of something that might be a state diagram:

EH
A he‘

C FoNG

ey
D

(he rule for flexing is simple. From any state (or semi-state) we are permitted

vo to an immediately adjacent state (or semi-state) sharing a common vertex. For

simple, C and H can be reached from A, A and F can be reached from H,and only

‘an be reached from F. G is a null state. In this case it turns out that B can be

» led from A indirectly, going via C and D. Wefind that the flexagon breaks into

» 1on-communicating bits:
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\/ and

 

Actually, there is no flexagon with a state diagram like the one shown above

Inspection of working flexagonsgives us a rule for the occurence of states, semi-staten
and null states. Recall that state diagrams can always be projected onto a grid wf

equilateral triangles (though structurally it is somewhat misleading to do so), with

overlaps if necessary. The rule is that parallel states belong to the samecategory. ‘Tl

following diagram, together with a corresponding hexaflexagon, explains whythis is s«

A
 

 

B C

Supposethis flexagonis in state A. Notionally label ‘#’ the angles of the componc1i|
triangles that lie at the centre of the flexagon. Now, on flexing from A to B (or A tu

C), it turns out that the 6s are all at the centre once again.
Thus, once we’ve decided what category of state each of the three sets of paralle|

lines will have, we will know what structure diagrams are possible. Specifically, any

triangle diagram can occur, with its edges solid, broken, or dotted, providedall parall«!

edges are the same.
If we write S for solid, B for broken, D for dotted, then there are ten possibilities

(S,S,S), (S,S,B), (S,B,B), (S,S,D), (S,B,D), (S,D,D), (B,B,B), (B,B,D), (B,D,D), an

(D,D,D). We will now obtain geometric realisations by calculating the correspon«iny

possible values for k, 6, ¢, and y.

(S,S,S): k@ = ké = ky, so 6 = @ = xy = 60° and k = 3, and we have the regula

hexaflexagon.

(S,S,B): ké= kod = 180°; ky < 180°. The only solution is k = 2,6=¢@=90°, x = 0"
Surprisingly, this can be realised, in the form of truncated infinite triangles.

SWINININY WADAANIAAMN
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\1, example state diagram is

f
[\/

-liich looks suspiciously similar to certain tetraflexagon diagrams... Theseare in fact

siecisely tetraflexagons where one set of edges is disallowed from having any hinges

'y, by making all those edges jagged).

UB): k@ = 180°; kd, kx < 180°. Solution 6 = 90°, with ¢, y < 90° and k = 2. This

«(really quite interesting) class of flexagons with right-angled facelets.

‘lie following might be a state diagram, but it breaks up into three bits.

(,D): k@= kd = 180°; kx > 180°. This has at least a million solutions; the flexagons
iy generate aren’t all that exciting.

 

\
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(B,B,B): k6,k¢,kx < 180°, so 6,4, < 90° and k = 2. This is the humble tetraflop.

Those were the five interesting cases; the otherfive are left as exercises.

The way forward?

IW
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Perhaps not.

 



An Infinite Grammatical Solecism
John Beasley and Mark Wainwright

') (his paper we prove

‘11 TERMINATING PREPOSITION THEOREM. For all n € Z*, there exists an English
ontence ending with exactly n successive prepositions.

' ousider the old grammarians’ rule, “You should not use prepositions to end sentences

il.” From this, we can deduce that “You should not use prepositions to end sentences

‘out using prepositions to end sentences with with”, and in fact it is clear that this

ssocess can be repeated indefinitely. Specifically, consider the plural noun clause

ty) sentences

il define

‘',,1) sentences about using prepositions to end (C,) with .

i}ien (Cy) is a plural noun clause for all n, by induction, and

hn) You should not use prepositions to end (C,,) with.

» » valid English sentence, ending with n successive occurrences of the word “with”.

\\e have thus proved the theorem.

Crux Numerorum
Ampenditus

isfy the equations below by filling each blank with a numberno greater than C.
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VI
Ia= Vila + XIla

VID |v IX Id= Xa x Vd

lid = VIa+ Villd

xX XI

IVa= IXa x XId
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Complex Bases

Adam Chalcraft

Suppose you have one of those old-fashioned scales with two pans. By putting objects

into the pans, you can tell which oneis heavier, or whether they are the same weight.

Now suppose that you want to be able to use these scales to weigh out any whole
number of ounces up to, say, 40. What is the smallest number of weights you can get

away with, and what values should they have? If you have not seen this question before,

you mightlike to take sometimeto figure out the answer before reading on.

The trick is that you can put some of the weights into the same pan as the object

you are trying to weigh, so each weight can act as positive (the other pan), negative
(the same pan), or zero (not used). Because there are three choices, we are in ‘base
three’, so we can get away with just four weights, of values 1, 3, 9, and 27. You might

like to check this. |
The difference between this and the normalbasethree is that the set of ‘digits’is

{—1,0,1} instead of {0,1,2}. This is a perfectly good base, and you can doall the usual
things with it, such as long multiplication. Indeed, it is better in some ways, because

you can expressall the integers with it, not just all the non-negative ones. I will refer

to this as Example 1.

EXAMPLE 2. Instead of changing the digit-set, we could see what happens if we change
the power. A useful example is power —2, with digit-set {0,1}. The ‘places’ are now

worth 1, —2, 4, —8, and so on. The integers are written

—-3 —-2 -1 01 2 3 4 o 6

1101 10 11 0 1 110 111 #4100 101 «11010

The representations are slightly longer, but also include negative integers. Arithmetic

is only slightly harder than in normal base 2. In addition, for example, 0 +0 = 0,

0+1=1+0=1, and 1+1= 110, so you put down 0, and carry 1 into both the next

column andthe one after that.

EXAMPLE3.As one last example before the theory, take the power to be (—1+7). The

digit-set is still {0,1}. This can represent all the Gaussian integers (complex numbers

where both the real and imaginary parts are integers). You might like to try writing

—1 in this base before reading on.

Theory

From now on, we will only be considering complex bases, like Example 3.

DEFINITIONS. A base 6 = (p, D) has two parts: a power p, and a digit-set D. The power

p is a Gaussian integer. The digit-set D is a finite set of Gaussian integers. D must

contain 0, because all finite representations have an implicit infinite string of zeros off

to theleft.
A base is said to be injective iff no Gaussian integer can be written in more than

one way in.the base, surjective iff every Gaussian integer can be written in it, and

byective iff it is both injective and surjective.
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Although it was not mentioned at the time, all of the examples above are injec-

‘ive, but only Example 3 is surjective. An interesting problem is that of characterising

liyective bases.

A useful way of imagining a base is to picture the digit-set as a shape composed

|| squares in C, one of which is marked as 0. For example, the digit-set {0,1,7} could

\.« written as follows:

lor a given base (p, D), let S, be the set of Gaussian integers which can be written in

1 (or fewer) digits—so with D = {0,1,7} the set aboveis just S,. There are two ways

of vetting from S, to Sp41: you can either add the new digit on theleft end or on the

civlit end.

Adding the new digit on the left end corresponds graphically to taking |D| copies

{ 5; and sticking them together. We can write this as

nti = on + p"D, (1)

where the notation S, + p"D means {s + p"d|s € S, andd € D}. This form is,

iicidentally, very useful for drawing the set on a computer, which can ‘copy’ the entire

creen and ‘paste’ it back offset by p"d.

Adding the new digit on the right end corresponds to ‘exploding’ the set S, by

iwiltiplying each of its members by p, and then putting a copy of D on each point (with

() on the point itself). More precisely,

Snti = PSnt D. (2)

lese visual forms are helpful in understanding injection and surjection. The base is

jective when the sets being unioned in (1) and (2) are always disjoint, and the base

\, surjective when any given disc centred at 0 is eventually covered by S, for some n.

Equation (2) also shows that if b = (p,D)is a bijective base, then the graphical

loriof D tiles the plane. Not only that, but it tiles the plane using only translations

ly multiples of p.

Moreprecisely, let the set of Gaussian integers be Z[z], and let (p) = pL{z]. If the

lise is surjective, then

Z[i] = (p) + D. (3)
Il! the base is bijective, then these copies of D are disjoint. If these copies of D are

lisjoint, then the base is injective. If the copies of D are disjoint, and D andp satisfy

(5), then we say that D tiles at size p.

An interesting corollary of this is that if b = (p,D)is bijective, then |D| = |p|’.

l\y Pythagoras, we know that |D| must be the sum of two squares, so |D| is one of

\?,4,5,8,9,10,...}. (By the way, a numberis the sum of two squares if and only if

every prime factor which is congruent to 3 (mod 4) appears an even numberof times.)

A useful way of saying that D tiles at size p is to say that D contains precisely one

iuimber from each equivalence class of Z[i] (mod p). In other words, |D| = |p|?, and no

wo members of D differ by a memberof(p).
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Figure 1.

The Pretty Bit

Returning to the graphical forms, there is a modification we can make to the picture
which is conceptually better for some purposes. Instead of looking at S,, we look at

En = p"Sn. In other words, after increasing S, to Sn41, scale the entire picture down

by a factor of p. The recursive formulae for this are

Enti = En tp("t)D

and En+1 =p! (E,+D). (4)

If we watch this as n tends to infinity, the picture remains bounded, and eventually

tends to a fractal E., with the boundary crinkling more as n increases.

In Example 3, the set E.. is the fractal sometimescalled the ‘double dragon’. This

is shown in Figure 1. A rather uglier example is given in Figure 2, which is generated
from the power (27 — 1) and the following digit-set:

Since S,, tiles at size p", E, tiles at size 1 for all n, so E,, tiles at size 1. The notation

is meant to suggest that these fractals could be named Eschersets.
The second formula in (4) above is what is sometimes called an ‘Iterated Function

System’. It defines the set E.. by the property that E.. = p-!(Ex + D), and implies
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Figure 2.

‘lint the ‘Hausdorff’ dimension of FEis 2. It also gives a rather elegant algorithm for

plotting Bog by computer:

z:=0

Repeat

Plot z

Let d be a random member of D

z:=(zt+d)/p
Forever.

lhe Tricky Bit

ippose, then, we have b = (p,D), and D tiles at size p. We know that 6 is injective,

hut it might not be surjective. One quick check is that b cannot be surjective if all the

wibers of D are divisible by some z with |z| > 1. What else can we do?

Take any Gaussian integer z and write z € pw+ D. Thereis exactly one value of w

1 which this is true. Write w = f(z). Suppose we keep iterating the function f. Since

) = p-}(z—d), the iterates cannot stay forever very far from 0 (in fact, they cannot

iny further away than (|p| — 1)~'A, where A is the maximum value of |d| for d € D)

iil so they must eventually cycle.
Now z € S, if and only if f(z) € Sp_1, so z is captured in some S, if and onlyif

« values of f"(z) eventually hit 0 (where they will then stay).

All we have to do, therefore, to see if 6 is surjective is to check every point in a
cle of radius (|p| —1)71A around 0, andseeif the iterates of f hit 0 or not. Although

‘i procedure is not very pretty, it is finite.
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As a short-cut, consider the values of z (other than 0) which are on cycles of

length 1, i.e., those z with f(z) = z. Then z € pz + D,ie., 2(1— p) € D. So there is a

non-zero z on a cycle of length 1 if and only if (1 — p) intersects D in somepoint other

than 0. In other words, the following condition is necessary for b to be surjective:

(p —1) ND = {0}. (5)

Similarly, z is on a cycleof length 2 if and only if z € p(pz + D)+ D, thatis, z(1—p’) €

pD + D.So the following condition is also necessary for b to be surjective:

(p* — 1) 1 Sz = {0}. (6)

This generalises to the following necessary condition:

Vn > 1, (p” —1) NS, = {0}. (7)

Now we have included cycles ofall lengths, so this condition is also sufficient.

More Examples

We now have enough ammunition to attack a few examples.

Suppose we wish to consider small powers p. We know|p|* > 2. In Example 3, we

saw a bijective base with p = —1+7. Are there any other bijective bases with |p|? = 2?

First, is there a bijective base with p = 1+? If p= 1+17, then p—1= 1, SO

(p) = Z[i], so by condition (5) we know that the digit-set can only contain 0, so the

answeris no.

Secondly, is there a bijective base with power (—1 +7) but a different digit-set?

The digit-set must contain 0, and the other digit must be one of {1,7,-1, —7} to avoid

a common factor of D. The answeris therefore essentially no again.

EXAMPLE4. By wayofa fairly random example, considerthe following digit-set. I have

deliberately not marked the 0, because I want to discuss whereit could go. The shape

tiles at size 3.

The power could be 3, —3, or 31 (or —32, but the set has reflectional symmetry in a

horizontal axis, so this is essentially the same as 37).

If p = 3, then p— 1 = 2, and a quick look at the figure shows that every square

in the figure is a multiple of 2 away from some other square—so, wherever you put the

0, some other point would be on a multiple of 2. The power 3 cannot therefore give a

bijective base.

If p = —3, then p — 1 = —4, which rules out two points for where 0 could be. At

the next stage, p? — 1 = 8. This in fact rules out one more square (the one nearest the

isolated square), and then the process stops,leaving six valid squares for the 0.

If p = 31, then p — 1 = 32 — 1, whichrules out twopoints. It turns out that this is

all; the 0 can go in any of the other seven squares. The result (wherever the 0 goes) is

shown in Figure 3.
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An Infinite Family

One fairly natural question is whether there can be infinitely many bijective bases
with the same power. To answer that question, here is an explicit example. The bases

b, = (p, Dn) are defined by p = —2 and D, = {0, 1, 2, 2n + 1+ 7} for all n € Z. For

example, D, is as follows:

By the discussion following (3), bn is injective. Suppose that b, is not surjective. Let

z=a2+iy be a Gaussian integer which cannot be written in base b,, and consider the

iterates f"(z).
First, consider the imaginary part. If f(z) = z’ = 2’ + iy’ then either y’ = —y/2

or y’ = —(y + 1)/2 (whicheveris an integer). If you iterate this, everything goes to 0,

so f"(z) is eventually real. Without loss of generality, therefore, z is real.
Now is real, and so f(z) = 2’ is alsoreal, so either z’ = —z/2 or z' = —(z+1)/2

(whichever is an integer). This goes to 0 as before, and therefore f"(z) eventually goes

to 0.
This shows that b, is bijective. EZ. in the case b; is shown in Figure 4.

Questions

Although this article gives some necessary and sufficient conditions for a base to be

bijective, it falls far short of categorising bijective bases.
We could start by considering bases for Z, rather than Z[z]. I do not know of a

categorisation of bijective bases for Z, but I think it can be solved. If a base is bijective

for Z, then |D| = |p|. Examples 1 and 2 are bijective for Z.
At the other end of the scale, we could consider bases for the quaternions, or for

any other ring which can be thoughtof as Z". (For the quaternions, n = 4.) If the base

is bijective, then |D| = |p|”.
Note that there is no problem with evaluating )>.", d; p’ in the quaternions, even

though they are not commutative, so long as we are careful to stick to this definition.

Non-associative algebras, such as the Cayley numbers,needslightly more care.
Aside from the mathematics, there is the question of whether this has any practical

use. Not normally an accusation you would want levelled at an otherwise insular piece
of mathematics, but in this case there is a chance of an application in computer complex

arithmetic or 2-dimensional graphics.
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Book Reviews

The Crest of the Peacock

Non-European Roots of Mathematics

by George Gheverghese Joseph Reviewed by Anton Cox

There is a widely-held belief that Mathematics started with the Greeks and eventually

passed into Europe, via the custody of the Arabs during the Dark Ages. This view

(which is still to be found in histories of the subject) is conclusively refuted in this

fascinating book by Professor Joseph. The history that is presented hereis a far richer

one, stretching from India and China in the East to the Mayan andIncacivilisations of
South America. The most surprising feature of this accountis the level of sophistication
attained by manyof these cultures, often hundreds of years before similar achievements

in the West. We learn of quasi-matrix methods in China in the first century AD, and

of studies of Pascal’s triangle in about 1000 AD, while Indian texts over 1500 years
old suggest that not all infinities are equal and attempt to produce a system similar to

transfinite numbers. There are also surprising examples of, for example, infinite power

series; even hints of a 12th century calculus!

This is a consistently fascinating and surprising book, and a well written one.
Professor Joseph illuminates his case with a judicious amountof historical background

and a clear, direct style; this is not a dry academic tome, but a genuinely interesting and
occasionally amusing read. (“A quipu resembles a mop which has seen better days.” ) The

book examines eachcivilisation separately, with plenty of worked examplesto illustrate

techniques used at the time, and suggests how different cultures may have influenced
one another. It also discusses carefully the claims madebyresearchers,particularly for

earlier periods where the historical evidence is sketchy and incomplete, and distinguishes

clearly between fact and conjecture.

I would warmly recommend this book to anyone, not merely those interested in

the history of Mathematics, as an enjoyable and enlightening read.It is safe to say that

all will be surprised by what they learn about the remarkable historical achievements

of non-Western mathematicians.
The Crest of the Peacock, by George G. Joseph, Penguin paperback, £8-99.

Index to Mathematical Problems

Volume I: 1980-1984

edited by Stanley Rabinowitz Reviewed by Vin de Silva

It’s rather difficult to describe something as astonishingas this first volume of Stanley

Rabinowitz’s Index to Mathematical Problems, a monumental labourof love that will

certainly become a standard reference book and anessential part of the problem-solving

enthusiast’s library.

It is, simply enough, a catalogue listing the problems that have appeared in any
of 28 journals and 12 mathematical contests during the years 1980-1984. Rabinowitz

undertook the project in response to the growing frustration he had felt at the almost
complete lack of indexing and cross-reference between these sources, and the consequent
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difficulty of trying to track down results that had appeared or of finding out whether a
given problem had been solved before.

Thedifficulty lies in conveying just how remarkably successful the Index actuallyis.

Sometimes this sort of encyclopaedia can be harder to use than intended, because oneis
at the mercy of an alphabetical index (or some other particular schemepreferred by the

author) which so often fails to locate whatever is required. Rabinowitz triumphs over

this problem by having more than half a dozen indexes, including a chronology index

and a keywordindexlisting what he calls “memorable phrases”. The cross-referencing

is comprehensive, and the bookitself is, as a bonus, beautifully well-designed and laid

out. There is only one thing missing from this treasure-house; there are no answers
printed. But then, that would only spoil the fun.

_ Index to Mathematical Problems Volume I: 1980-1984, edited by

Stanley Rabinowitz, MathPro Press hardback, $49-95.

Beyond Numeracy

An Uncommon Dictionary of Mathematics

by John Allen Paulos Reviewed by Daniel Denman

Beyond Numeracy seeks to demonstrate that Mathematics is not a dry, dusty subject;

that there is more to it than computation androte learning; that it is, in fact, one of
the ‘liberal arts’. The book consists of a series of entries alphabetically arranged, none

longer than five pages and most about half that, on subjects as diverse as Matrices
and Vectors, Coincidences, and Human Consciousness: Its Fractal Nature. Most of the

entries are concisely and entertainingly written; Paulos is fond ofillustrating mathe-
matical principles with folksy examples, and there is much talk of compoundinterest

and street intersections. The messageis clear: Maths is Real Life. Paulos is a man with

a mission, but for the most part he writes without missionary zeal and with an ad-

mirable ability to pin down what really matters in a subject. He also appears to have

a weaknessfor puns, and throws in some of the most agonising I’ve read in a very long

while. .

I have reservations, though, about the design of the book. Its strict alphabetical

arrangement leads to some strange juxtapositions; a more thematic ordering would

have prevented, for instance, the use in the chapter on quantifiers of the A symbol,
which remains unexplained until Tautologies and Truth Tables. Paulos remarksin his

introduction that “the entries are largely independent and lightly cross-referenced”;

perhaps heavier cross-referencing would have eliminated such anomalies. Qualms,too,

about a notation which results in, on the same page, “the probability of obtaining two

headsis i— 4 x :” and “the probability ... is 1—-28 or -72”. Perhaps, as well, though

most points are dealt with in admirable detail, some are brushed over more quickly

than they deserve; the chapter on Infinite Sets is a model of clarity, compared to which

that on Quantifiers in Logic is uncomfortably dense. But these are minor drawbacks

in a book which manages, by a combination of charm, humour,andlucidity, to make

the most difficult concepts approachable. In Beyond Numeracy, as in its celebrated

predecessor Innumeracy, Paulos intends not just to present and explain mathematical

problems, but, more importantly, to redeem the popular conception of mathematics;

that he succeeds in doing so is a testament to the clarity of his opinions and the clarity

with which hesets them out.
Beyond Numeracy, by John Allen Paulos, Penguin paperback, £6-99.

 
 



Solutions to the Problems Drive
Vin de Silva and Oliver Riordan

CAPRICORN

10,/2 yards.
The problem with 100 replaced by z has no elementary exact solutions; this special
case happensto have one.

AQUARIUS

328.

PISCES

There werefive expected solutions: (60°, tetrahedron), (120°, tetrahedron), (90°, cube),

(108°, dodecahedron), and (36°, dodecahedron). In fact (8, tetrahedron) also works for
any 60° < 6 < 120°. Hereis the case (36°, dodecahedron):

   
ARIES

a) N =1: Frog wins. Degenerate case, spotted by very few.

N > 1: Toad wins. An obvious winningstrategy is to convert the line on thefirst

move to

[55]
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b) For N odd, Frog wins.
For N even, Toad wins. Frog cannot play better than

(L=..= L)sl

on the first move. However, this has the effect of reducing the N game to the

(N — 1) game. The result follows by induction.

TAURUS

a) N =65.

b) N =9.

GEMINI |

Only 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 are possible.

CANCER

V65. The metric d(x, y) reduces to the familiar Euclidean metric if we transform the

plane by inversion in the circle 2? + 23 = 25.

LEO

a) Maximum is (1 — 27%).
b) Maximum is ?(1 — 27%).

VIRGO

Areais 133.

LIBRA

e(N+1)(N+2)(A+B+C).
Observe that, given A, B, and C, the distribution of soldiers is uniquely determined by
the balance condition. Take 3 copies of the solution and superimpose them on each other,

rotating one through 120° and another through 240° before doing so. The resulting grid

is still balanced, and each main vertex holds (A+B+C) soldiers. The unique balanced

grid corresponding to this has (A + B + C) soldiers at each of the $(N +1)(N + 2)
vertices, and hence $(N +1)(N + 2)(A+B+C) soldiers in total. Divide by 3 to get
the required answer.

SCORPIO

+(1 + /5). This is undoubtedly the correct answer, although we have nosatisfactory

formal proof.

SAGITTARIUS

a) 3200, 20460 (n! in base n);
b) 31, 33 (palindromic binary representations);
c) 10, 17 (constructible polygons);
d) 10, 13 (sumsof two squares);
e) 1, 12 (numbersof episodes in Mission to the Unknown and The Daleks’ Master

Plan, the second andfourth stories in Season 3 of Doctor Who).

 

 



The Cover
Michael Greene and Richard Tucker

‘l‘he eye-catching and unusual design on the coveris a successful (if parochial) example
of a single image random-dot stereogram, or SIRDS. It was produced as a bitmap by

a two-stage algorithm on an Archimedes computer, and printed on a Canon Bubblejet

l’rinter. To those readers who have not encountered these infuriating objects before, I
recommendits careful study.

The imageis nearly periodic, repeating itself across any horizontal row. The period

varies over the image; around the edge, it is about 15mm (the distance between the

triangles at the bottom). To view the SIRDS, you must persuade youreyes to diverge

to just the right amount that theright eye is focused on one part on the image and
the left on a part one period to the left—this ensures that the eyes are looking at
regions of the picture which agree almost exactly, and after some minutes your brain

will decide (if you’re lucky) that it is looking at a normal 3D object covered with random
pixel shading. At first, you may find that the easiest way to do this is to stare at the
two triangles at the bottom and relax your eyes; eventually, the four visible triangles

(two for each eye) will merge into three. Try to focus on these—this is hard, but not
impossible—and then shift your eyes up until you are looking at the main image.

The SIRDSshould be held horizontal in good light at nearly arm’s length, although

bringing it closer may makeit easier to view. It may help to focus directly on the centre

of the image—pick an obvious blob which repeats across the SIRDS and merge together

two adjacent copies. You’ll certainly know when you’ve gotit right.

So what should you see? If the SIRDS were exactly periodic, viewing it correctly
would make it look completely flat. However, since some sections of the picture have
periods slightly shorter than average, your eyes will have to move closer together on
these sections to find regions which agree well, and the sections will appear to be closer

to you. In this way, an amazing 3D effect is produced. If you have no luck atfirst, do

persevere; it’s well worth it.

 



 


